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By Miguel a Fernandez

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It is generally stated that the Middle-Ages
were times of darkness and misty terror. Miguel A. Fernandez in The Eclipse contradicts this
statement and describes how after the suppression of the Knights Templar Order during the 14th
century, all heroic ideals that ambitioned to provide men with sovereignty and freedom became
progressively cursed, defamed and eclipsed. In this second book of The Solar Warrior trilogy is
exposed how conformism, convenience, self-interest and the fragmentation of all things deeply
invaded the spirit of the men of the West since the 14th century, causing mankind to lose precious
knowledge of the cosmos, which became subversive, and ultimately constituted a complex of
powers already defined in the previous book of the trilogy Origins, Rise and Decline as the
SuperDragon. This eclipse of the incarnation in men of the primordial warrior light took place in
parallel to the counterattack of a new power-structure that deeply mutated the terrestrial biosphere
in a matter of few centuries: the Techno-System, a completely new environment, visible and
invisible, which provides comfort, power, energy and material resources...
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A high quality ebook as well as the typeface employed was exciting to read. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at
at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you request me).
-- Decla n Wieg a nd-- Decla n Wieg a nd

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It normally fails to cost a lot of. Its been designed in an extremely easy way in fact it is just right a er i
finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- V er non Ritchie-- V er non Ritchie
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